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Summary. We present a new fault-tolerant intersection func-
tion

�
, which satisfies the Lipschitz condition for the uniform

metric and is optimal among all functions with this prop-
erty.

�
thus settles Lamport’s question about such a func-

tion raised in [5]. Our comprehensive analysis reveals that�
has exactly the same worst-case performance as the op-

timal Marzullo function � , which does not satisfy a Lip-
schitz condition. The utilized modelling approach in conjunc-
tion with a powerful hybrid fault model ensures compatibility
of our results with any known application framework, includ-
ing replicated sensors and clock synchronization.

Key words: Fault-tolerant interval intersection – Marzullo
function – hybrid fault models – interval-based clock syn-
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1 Motivation

Consider some quantity like a point in real-time (for clock
synchronization) or a temperature value (for replicated sen-
sors) that is not known exactly but only within some range.
Such a quantity � can be represented by a real interval �
	� ������

containing � , which makes the uncertainty explicit by
its length � ����	 �����

. Now suppose that we are somehow
provided with ����� different intervals ��	! "� � $#%#$#& �('() all
representing the same � , and that we want to extract a single
interval of minimum length that contains � . If all input inter-
vals are accurate (i.e. non-faulty), in the sense that �+*!��, ,�.-0/1-2� , it is obvious that 34	65 ',87 � � , contains � and
hence 3:9	0; . In fact, 3 is the best (deterministic) informa-
tion about � that can be deduced from � .

However, the question arises what to do if some of the
input intervals are not accurate (i.e. faulty), that is, �<9*��>=
?
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for some (unknown) @ ’s. Some sort of fault-tolerant intersec-
tion has to be employed here to compute an interval that is
guaranteed to contain � .

It is well-known that, if at most A of the � input intervals
may be faulty, the minimum length result containing � is pro-
vided by the Marzullo function �CB'ED �GF introduced in [7]: It
is the largest interval whose edges lie in the intersection of at
least � � A different �H= ’s. Therefore, to compute for exam-
ple the left edge of � B' D �IF , one has to “sweep” over the set
of intervals from left to right and stop when � � A intervals
intersect for the first time. Thus �CB' D �JF can be computed inK D �ML8N�OP��F time by sorting the intervals’ edges, cf. [8]. Fig. 1
shows an example with �Q	SR and AT	2� . Note that the un-
known � cannot lie in the region between the right edge of �VU
and the left edge of � � in this example. However, since there
is no way to decide whether � lies in the area left or right of
this region, both must be covered to secure inclusion of � .
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Fig. 1. Example of the Marzullo function j with kmlTn and oGlqp .
The edges of the result lie in k1rsotl
u input intervals. Changing
interval v � to vxw � has a big impact on the result.

It is easily seen, though, that � exhibits a somewhat ir-
regular behavior: If the left edge of � � is slightly moved right,
as given by �Ey� , then the right edge of the result suddenly
jumps to the right edge of �EU . Thus, moving � � by a small
amount z , just large enough to prohibit intersection with � � ,
causes a variation by much more than z . In [5], this behav-
ior was formalized as violation of a Lipschitz condition w.r.t.
a suitable metric defined on intervals. This is an undesirable
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property, since it implies that { applied to two slightly dif-
ferent input sets may deliver quite different results.

For example, in the clock synchronization context, two
nodes | and } usually obtain (slightly) different input sets ~I�
and ~I� even if all senders are non-faulty, since intervals are
time-dependent here. For that reason, Lamport did not use the
Marzullo function for his Synchronizing Time Servers [5], but
rather an averaging function �M� based on the Fault-Tolerant
Average algorithm of [6]. However, Lamport wrote: “While
the averaging function � � gives reasonable worst-case be-
havior, it does not make the best use of the available infor-
mation because it ignores the widths of intervals. Very wide
intervals are given the same weight as narrow ones, even
though they provide less information. One can construct ex-
amples in which the function �M� does not provide the best
possible approximation to UT. However, I know of no simple
function � satisfying the Lipschitz condition that does better.”

The simple Fault-Tolerant Interval (FTI) intersection func-
tion � proposed and analyzed in this paper satisfies a Lip-
schitz condition and takes into account the widths of inter-
vals. Since � is in fact optimal among all such functions, we
can reasonably claim to have settled Lamport’s question.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: FTI’s
definition and basic properties can be found in Section 2,
along with the proof that it satisfies the Lipschitz condition
and that it is optimal. Section 3 is devoted to the worst case
analysis for local and distributed application of � in presence
of faults. Some conclusions in Section 4 eventually round off
the paper.

2 FTI Definition and Relations

We consider real intervals �t��� ������� , ����� , where � �����
�P�� denotes the interval’s length, �.� left ����� its left edge, and��� right �e�>� its right edge. The intersection of two intervals
is the set-theoretic one, the union is defined as � �V��������� �V�����(�� ���8�E "������¡����1¢¤£( %�>���¥¡$� , hence covers the closure of disjoint
intervals as well. The non-commutative union (nc-union) is
defined as � �V�����¥¦<� �§�����§�2� �V����� if �Q�¨� or © otherwise. In
what follows, we assume a single (unknown) value ª , and a set
of real intervals ~«�« "��¬b�%$%$���>®(¡ , ¯Q°�± , that all representª ; we will call such intervals compatible. An interval � that is
meant to represent ª is accurate (also termed correct) if ª³²t� ,
otherwise it is non-accurate (also termed faulty).

The interval-based paradigm and the Marzullo function{ was introduced in Marzullo’s thesis [7], and several pub-
lications [5], [4], [10], [3], [11], [9], [2], [16], [13], [15], [14],
etc. reveal that it is widely applied in practice. The properties
of { have been studied thoroughly both in the context of
replicated sensors [8] and clock synchronization [12]. Recall
that the latter application differs fundamentally from the for-
mer due to the fact that two nodes usually perceive slightly
different intervals even from a non-faulty sender.

Our novel Fault-Tolerant Interval intersection function �
is similar to the Marzullo function and defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Function � ). Let a set ~´�4 b��¬¤�%$$E�µ�>®(¡ of¯�°2± non-empty compatible intervals ��¶·�¸� �¥¶�����¶¹� with at
most º�»�¯ of those being faulty be given. The Fault-Tolerant

Interval (FTI) intersection function � �® �8~I� is defined as the
interval

�¼�eº1½¾±b� -max  %�E¬¤�$$%E���(®>¡��"�eº�½¾±b� -min  %�x¬"�%$$E����®(¡$�¿�
where À -max  "Á ¬ �%$$E�µÁ ® ¡ resp. À -min  "Á ¬ �%$$E�µÁ ® ¡ gives theÀ -st largest resp. À -st smallest element of the set  "Á�¬¤�$$%E��Áb®(¡ .

Like { �® �Â~J� , our function is translation invariant in the
sense that � �® �e� ¬ ½
Ã��%$%$��� ® ½¾Ã��M�Ä� �® ��� ¬ �$$%&��� ® �Å½Ã for any real Ã , and can be computed in Æ��¹¯MÇ¼È�ÉÊ¯�� time
by sorting the intervals’ edges: In order to compute the left
edge of � �® �Â~J� , one has to sweep over the set of intervals (by
looking at their left edges) from right to left, discarding left
edges until the �eºË½S±b� -st largest is encountered. Similarly,
to find the right edge of � �® �Â~J� , one has to sweep over the
set of intervals from left to right and stop when the �eº�½�±b� -
st smallest right edge is encountered. Fig. 2 shows how �
behaves in the scenario taken from Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Example of the Fault-Tolerant Interval function Ú with ÛÝÜÞ
and ß¾Ü´à . Changing interval áãâ to áxä â has no impact on the

result.

Note carefully that the resulting interval is the same as
computed by { when �Eå is used as input interval. Never-
theless, it is apparent here that the right edge of � ’s result
does not jump when the slightly moved interval ��æå is used
instead. In Lemma 4 below, we will show that � indeed sat-
isfies the desired Lipschitz condition of [5]; its optimality will
be proved in Lemma 5.

Definition 1 reveals some similarity between � and the
Fault-Tolerant Midpoint (FTM) algorithm of [6]: Given a set
of point values ç0�è bé"¬¤�$$%&��é$®(¡ with at most º of those
being faulty, FTM �® �êç�� is defined as the midpoint (center) of
the interval

�¼�eº1½¾±b� -min  bé%¬"�%$%���é&®(¡��%�gºJ½
±"� -max  bé%¬"�%$%���é&®(¡%�g
� can hence be viewed as a generalization of FTM to the
interval domain. In fact, � even emulates FTM when ap-
plied to intervals with identical length: If all �>ë��ì� �ãë����bëf� ,±
�¸í��6¯ , satisfy � �¥ë��Ï�ïî , we may write �¥ëð�ñ� éµëm�îgò�óô�µé ë ½<î¿òõób� with midpoint é ë � center ��� ë �Ê�ö�¹� ë ½<� ë ��ò�ó .
From � ’s definition and the fact that À -max  %� ¬ �$$%&��� ® ¡��À -max  bé ¬ �$%$&�µé ® ¡V�Ýî¿òõóM�¨À -max  "� ¬ �$$%$��� ® ¡V�Ýî for any À
here, it is immediately apparent that FTM �® �÷ "é%¬b�$$%$�µé&®(¡b�ø�
center ��� �® �8~I��� .
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We start the detailed analysis of ù ’s properties with the
following technical Lemma 1, which is needful for proving
Lemma 2 and Lemma 5.

Lemma 1 (Edges of ú in presence of disjoint intervals).
Let a set ûìüþýbÿ�������������ÿ	� 
 of ���� non-empty compat-
ible intervals ÿ	�Tü�� ����������� be given, which yields � ü
ú����� û! #"ü%$ . If there are exactly &�'(*) &	'+-, & intervalsÿ	.0/Qû with ÿ	.!12� ü3$ , where & '( �54 resp. & '+ �64 of
those lie strictly left resp. right of � , then

left � �7 ü � & ) �980& '(  -max ý:�	�;������������� 

right � �< ü � & ) �980&	'+  -min ý:� � ����������� � 
 �
Proof. By the definition of ú , there must be �=8-& inter-
vals containing left � �� , and by assumption there are exactly&	'( other intervals strictly left of � , which implies that the
remaining &08>& '( intervals have a left edge equal or right
to left � �7 . Hence, the edge � &?80&�'(@) �� -max ý����������������A� 

must determine left � �< . The proof for right � �7 is analo-
gous. BC

The following Lemma 2 establishes some relations be-
tween ù and ú .

Lemma 2 (Relations between ù and ú ). Given a set û!üýbÿ	�D����������ÿ	� 
 of �#�5� non-empty compatible intervals and
any & such that both úE�� � û! #"ü%$ and ùF�� � û! G"üH$ , the
following relations hold true:

ùF�� � ûI 9J¾úK�� � û! (1)

ù ���� ûI Êü�ú ���� û! (2)

if " LôÿM/�û with ÿN1�ú �� � û! PüO$
ù �QP��� � ûI SR�ú �TP��� � û! ÅüOU ��WV � ÿ � (3)

ùYX� � ûI SR�úZX� � û! ÅüO1 ��WV � ÿ � (4)

Proof. To show relation (1), let [ ü ù ���� û! and � ü
ú �� � û! . Suppose that left � �< ]\ left � [^ , then left � �< has
to be selected from the at most �_8 � & ) �: remaining left edges
that are smaller than left � [^ . However, left � �< requires at
least �`8a& intersections, which is not possible here. A simi-
lar contradiction can be derived for right � [b ]\ right � �� .

The equality relation (2) follows directly from Lemma 1
by setting &�'( ü7&	'+ ü�4 and recalling the definition of ù .
Finally, the equivalences (3) and (4) are a direct consequence
of the functions’ definitions. BC
Remarks:

1. Since ú computes an accurate result, inclusion (1) guar-
antees that ù is accurate as well.

2. The behavior of both functions “changes” from intersec-
tion to union as & increases, and is identical for the ex-
treme settings.

Next we establish a few useful monotonicity relations of
function ù with respect to both parameters and input argu-
ments.

Lemma 3 (Monotonicity). Let a set û üïýbÿ � ����������ÿ � 
 of�2cd&M�d4 non-empty compatible intervals with &�' , 4 , &	' ,& , faulty ones among those be given. Then, ù �� � û! satisfies
the following monotonicity relations:

(1) ùF���� ûI 2e ù2��f@g� � ûI for any integer h with 4 , hi\�`8=& ,
(2) ùF�� � ûI ]eðù2�� �kj  for any j üöý:lm�D����������l*� 
 with ÿ ( el ( for � ,Gno, � ,
(3) For &p�#&	'��q� , if r ü ûIs�ýbÿut 
 is obtained by discarding

some faulty interval ÿ t from û , ù � P���TP�� � r! is accurate and
satisfies

ù � P���TP�� � r! ]ewv ��x� û! y� (5)

Proof. Item (1) of the lemma is trivial, since discarding & ) h
edges of input intervals in ù ’s Definition 1 provides a larger
interval.

For proving item (2), it is sufficient to establish the fol-
lowing monotonicity properties of the z -smallest and z -largest
element of a set:

z -min ý�{;������������{:� 
 , z -min ý:{;� )=| �;�������}��{:� )=| � 
z -max ý n � ��������� n � 
 �-z -max ý n � 8 | � �������}� n � 8 | � 

for any | �~�d4 , � ,d��, � , and any integer � , z , � . Let us
thus assume that, say, the property for the “ z -min-part” was
not true. However, this would imply that there are z different
indices � with {}t , {yt )�| t , z -min ý�{ � )N| � ����������{ � )�| � 
 \z -min ý�{;������������{:� 
 , which provides the required contradic-
tion.

Turning our attention to item (3), �3c�&5�H� implies
that �p8O�^c�&`8#�^��4 , hence [ � P���TP�� � r� is accurate. If the
discarded interval ÿ�t contributed a left resp. right edge to the& ones skipped by ù2�� � û� , the same left resp. right edge is
computed by ù � P���TP�� � r! as well. If ÿ t did not contribute, the
same argument as used in the proof of item (1) applies and
establishes relation (5). This eventually completes the proof
of Lemma 3. BC
Remarks:

1. Item (3) of Lemma 3 implies that one should always try
to detect and discard faulty intervals before ù is applied,
since this can only improve the result. Note that this does
not affect validity/applicability of the results of this paper.

2. Comparison1 with [12, Lem. 3] reveals that ù satisfies
the same monotonicity properties as established for the
Marzullo function ú .

As a prerequisite for defining the Lipschitz condition of
an interval-valued function, a suitable metric (“distance func-
tion”) on intervals needs to be chosen. The following ones
were used in [5]:� The uniform metric � ��� ���� that equals the maximum of�

left ���  ~8 left � �Y � and
�
right ���  ~8 right � �� � .� The midpoint pseudo-metric � ��� �}�p that equals the dis-

tance of the midpoints
�
center ���  �8 center � �p � of � and� , where center � ÿ� Mü � left � ÿ� ) right � ÿ� � ���� . Note that� is not a metric, because � �k� �}�Y Mü54 does not imply� ü�� .

Note carefully that � �k� ���� �\d� implies � �k� ���p ]\G� , since
writing left � �� ü left ���  ) n and right � �Y Êü right �k�  ) {

1 Note carefully that we used the alternative notation �����u�� in
[12], which is equal to �H�� in this paper.
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delivers � �����<� and � �Q�I�<� , which leads to ���k�2�� �¡F¢� �¤£0�u� ¥D¦N�d� . The converse, however, is not true in general.

We will now show that § satisfies the Lipschitz condition
for the uniform metric.2

Lemma 4 (Lipschitz condition for � ). The FTI intersection
function § satisfies the Lipschitz condition for the uniform
metric � , which means that for any �F¨i© and any two setsª ¢¬«:�®���¯�¯�¯���A°	± , ª�² ¢¬«� ² ® ��¯�¯�¯��³ ²° ± of non-empty com-
patible intervals with at most ´Y�dµ of those being faulty,

�m¶�§F·° � ª ¡y��§F·° � ª�² ¡¹¸F�G� (6)

provided that ���º�»��³ ²» ¡��w� , ¼�½¿¾x½dµ .

Proof. Let ÀÁ¢#§ ·° � ª ¡ and À ² ¢#§ ·° � ª ² ¡ . Since

left �kÀ^¡]¢>Â -max « left �Ã�®}¡}��¯�¯�¯�� left �Ã�°u¡Ä±
right �kÀ�¡�¢>Â -min « right �Ã ® ¡y��¯�¯�¯�� right �Ã ° ¡y±
for Âb¢q´Å£a¼ , we can look separately at the involved left and
right edges in our proof. Abbreviating Æ » ¢ left �Ã » ¡ , Æ ²» ¢
left �º ²» ¡ and Ç » ¢ right �Ã » ¡ , Ç ²» ¢ right �º ²» ¡ , it boils down to
show that

� Â -max «�Æ�®D��¯�¯�¯���ÆA°	±*È0Â -max «�Æ ² ® ��¯�¯�¯���Æ ²° ±T�¤�G�D�� Â -min «:Ç ® ��¯�¯�¯���Ç ° ±*È0Â -min «�Ç ²® ��¯�¯�¯���Ç ²° ±T�¤�G�D�
for any integer ¼=½¬Â>½6µ , where Æ ²» ¢3Æ�»_£-�É» and Ç ²» ¢Ç » £-� » . Remember that we assumed È*�2�Á� » ��� » �Á� , ¼Y½¾=½<µ . To show the “ Â -max part”, consider the following
independent cases for Æ¤Ê`¢ËÂ -max «�Æ ® ��¯�¯�¯���Æ ° ± and Æ ²Ê�Ì ¢Â -max «�Æ ² ® ��¯�¯�¯���Æ ²° ± :
1. Regarding Æ¤Ê either Æ ²Ê ¢6ÆQÊm£#�ÍÊY½Æ ²Ê�Ì or ÎÆ ²Ê�Ì . The

first case immediately provides Æ¤ÊÏÈa�b�OÆQÊ�£d�ÍÊN½OÆ ²Ê Ì .
Otherwise there must be another Æ�ÐNÎ¿ÆQÊ with Æ ² Ð ¢#ÆAÐ¤£� Ð ½wÆ ²Ê�Ì , which again yields Æ Ê ÈF���¿Æ ²Ê�Ì . The existence
of Æ Ð is warranted, since �Ñ«�Æ ²»_Ò Æ ²» ÎwÆ ²Ê Ì ±]ÓÏ«:Æ Ê £¿� Ê ±T��¢Â^Èd¼ÔÎd© but �Ñ«�Æ » Ò Æ » ÎdÆ Ê ±Q�D¢OÂ .

2. Regarding Æ ²Ê Ì either ÆuÊ�Ì*¢iÆ ²Ê Ì Èw�ÍÊ�ÌÏ½ÕÆuÊ or ÎÖÆQÊ The
first case immediately provides Æ ²Ê Ì ½dÆQÊ�£¿�ÍÊ Ì �GÆQÊ]£w� .
Otherwise there must be another Æ�ÐN½¿ÆQÊ with Æ ² Ð ¢#ÆAÐ¤£��Ð�ÎwÆ ²Ê Ì , which again yields Æ ²Ê Ì �¿ÆQÊS£0� . The existence
of Æ Ð is warranted, since �×«:Æ » Ò Æ » ÎdÆ Ê ±�ÓS«�Æ ²Ê Ì Èp� Ê Ì ±T��¢Â^Èd¼ÔÎd© but �Ñ«�Æ ²» Ò Æ ²» ÎdÆ ²Ê�Ì ±T��¢OÂ .

Combining both cases, we arrive at Æ�ÊÅÈ¿����Æ ²Ê�Ì ��ÆuÊ*£G�
as required. In order to show the “ Â -min part” we just note
that the Â -smallest element of a set with cardinality µ is the�Ãµ?£-¼�ÈaÂ�¡ -largest one. ØÙ

The following Lemma 5 finally shows that § is optimal
in the sense that its result is a lower bound for any proper
intersection function Ú that satisfies the Lipschitz condition.

2 Since we will primarily consider the uniform metric in our pa-
per, the phrase “the Lipschitz condition” usually assumes this kind
of metric.

Lemma 5 (Optimality). Let a set
ª ¢Ö«: ® ��¯�¯�¯��� ° ± of µa¨´dÎÕ© non-empty compatible intervals with at most ´ faulty

ones among those be given. Any proper Fault-Tolerant Inter-
section function Ú0·° � ª ¡ that satisfies the Lipschitz condition
for the uniform metric fulfils Ú ·° � ª ¡]Ûd§ ·° � ª ¡ .
Proof. Abbreviating ÜÝ¢ËÚ ·° � ª ¡ and À7¢6§ ·° � ª ¡ , let us
assume that the statement of our lemma was not true, i.e.,
that w.l.o.g. left �ºÜ-¡�¨ left �ºÀ?¡ . Then, there must be ´ ²Þ ¨Õ©
intervals 	ßNà ª with �ß�áÔâ ¢qã lying strictly left of â ¢ä ·° � ª ¡ , since otherwise left �kÀ?¡M¢ left �kâ<¡ according to
Lemma 1 and Definition 1. This, however, would contradict
our hypothesis due to

ä
’s optimality.

Let �p¢5å^æDç ß « left �ºâ7¡]È right �Ã ß ¡Ä± , which is guaran-
teed to be non-negative by the above claim, and define

ª ²
to

be the set of intervals obtained by extending any left and right
edge of the intervals in

ª
by ��¥D¦ . Then, by the definition of§ , left �kÀ?¡SÈ left �ºÀ ² ¡�¢Á��¥D¦ for À ² ¢§ ·° � ª ² ¡ . Moreover,

since ���Ã¤Ê��³ ²Ê ¡m¢��¥D¦ , the Lipschitz property of Ú guaran-

tees ���ÃÜÕ��Ü ² ¡9½#��¥D¦ for Ü ² ¢�Ú=·° � ªI² ¡ . However, combin-
ing this with our hypothesis implies left �ÃÜ ² ¡^¨ left �ºÀ ² ¡ as
well.

Now, since obviously left �kâ<¡ÔÈ left �ºâ ² ¡#Îè��¥D¦ forâ ² ¢ ä ·° � ª!² ¡ , we must have â ² áÅ ²_é¢Oã for any  ² à ª�² ,
which in turn implies À ² ¢êâ ²

according to eq. (2). Be-
cause Ü ² must certainly include â ²

, we have eventually con-
structed the required contradiction. An analogous argument
can be used to disprove right �ÃÜ-¡9� right �ºÀb¡ . ØÙ

Whereas this optimality result shows that no intersection
function satisfying the Lipschitz property can do better, this
does not mean that the midpoint of § always provides the
best approximation of the unknown ë , recall Section 1. In
our deterministic worst-case setting, the optimal choice is the
midpoint of the interval provided by the Marzullo function, as
it guarantees the smallest maximum distance to ë in the worst
case. However, the midpoint of an interval that properly con-
tains

ä
is usually a sub-optimal approximation.

Even worse, it may well be the case that a definitely sub-
optimal function like Lamport’s ì · , which is just the Fault-
Tolerant Average algorithm [6] (i.e., the average of the input
values after discarding the ´ largest and ´ smallest ones) ap-
plied to the midpoints of the input intervals, provides a bet-
ter approximation of ë than § in some cases. We will show
that this is true for any “good” intersection function Ú ®í that
satisfies the Lipschitz condition. An intersection function is
“good” if it does not compute a sub-optimal result in the case
where no input interval can be cast out as obviously faulty,
i.e., when item (2) of Lemma 2 applies. Fig. 3 shows the sce-
nario used in our argument, which is easily generalized to
arbitrary µ and ´ .

The input intervals have been chosen appropriately such
that Ü ¢�Ú ®í � ª ¡Y¢îâ due to Ú ’s “goodness”. Replac-
ing  í by  ²í with ���º í �� ²í ¡d½H� in Ü ² ¢ïÚ ®í � ª�² ¡ , the
Lipschitz property of Ú reveals ���ºÜ���Ü ² ¡Y½ð� and hence�x�ºÜ���Ü ² ¡9½#� as well, recall our remark on the introduction
of the midpoint pseudo-metric. On the other hand, the left
edge of

ä
’s result jumps by ¨Õ¦�� upon the transition fromâ to â ²

, which leads to ���ºâH�³â ² ¡�¨Ö� . Combining this
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Fig. 3. Scenario where the approximation of  provided by any
“good” Fault-Tolerant Intersection function ���������� ��� ��� � ��� � ��������
that satisfies the Lipschitz condition is worse than the one provided
by  � .

with the midpoint pseudo-metric’s triangle inequality

!#"%$'&($*),+.- !#"�$/&�01)2+43 !#"506)�&($*)2+
- !#"507&(01),+83 !#"509)5&:$;)<+

eventually yields =9> !#"50 ) &($ ) + . Consequently, the mid-
point of 0 ) cannot be equal to the one of $ ) . The midpoint
provided by ?A@ , however, is equal to center "�$B),+ by con-
struction, and the claimed sub-optimality of C follows.

We hence conclude that, although we can expect the ap-
proximation of D provided by center "FEG+ to surpass ?H@ in most
cases, we cannot demand that it —like any other “good” inter-
section function satisfying the Lipschitz condition— always
outperforms ?I@ .

3 Worst-Case Analysis in Presence of Faults

In this section, we analyze the worst-case performance ofE according to the framework introduced in [12]. Subsec-
tion 3.1 is devoted to the simple case of “local application”,
where E is applied to a single input set, say, at a particu-
lar node J . In the following Subsection 3.2, we consider the
more advanced “distributed application” scenario, where two
instances of E are applied to similar input sets at two differ-
ent nodes J and K .

3.1 Local Application

In order to reason about the behavior of E in presence of
faults, a fault model is required. Any interval may be faulty
due to the following reasons:

Definition 2 (Single Faults). An interval L representing D can
suffer from the following faults:

M Omission: LON9P .M Non-accurate interval: DRQS LM Unbounded accuracy: D S L but T LUT too large according
to some condition (that need not be known explicitly).

Note that it is of course easy to recognize and discard an omis-
sive faulty interval, but usually impossible to decide reliably
whether an interval L is accurate or not. Masking or detecting
—and thus ruling them out completely— unbounded accu-
racy faults is also difficult in most circumstances.

The following Lemma 6 reveals how E behaves in pres-
ence of faults according to Definition 2. It answers the ques-
tion of how many non-faulty intervals are required for tol-
erating at most VXW non-accurate intervals and VZY unbounded
accuracy faults. The most important property shown is thatE ’s result lies within the intersection of []\_^`V W \bacV Yedgf
non-faulty input intervals.

Lemma 6 (Local Application). Let hiNkj�lnm &�o�o�o�& l Wqp be
a set of [ d7f non-empty compatible accuracy intervals rep-
resenting D , and define rIs to be the length of the largest
intersection of t d'f non-faulty intervals among those. If
V )Y d = of the lvu suffer from unbounded accuracy faults and
V )W d = are non-accurate, where V )Y - VwY and V )W - VwW with
V )Y 3 V )W N9V ) - V Y 3 V W N6Vx>y[ (so that [.\zV ) d [.\zVO{|=
of the [ intervals are non-faulty), then:

(1) }~N E @W " h + is accurate and contains any intersection�
of [1\�V d�f different non-faulty input intervals

l.� ø &�o�o�o�& l.���X�c� , i.e.,

� N
W�� @�
u õ m l ���A� } & (7)

so that T }]T d r W�� @ (minimal intersection property).
(2) There are at least []\_^ZV�\_V )Y d []\_^ZV�\_VwY different

non-faulty input intervals lA� ø &�o�o�o�& l.� �X� ÿ ���c� �� S h such
that

} �
W�� ò @ � @ ���
u õ m l � �A�

W�� ò @ � @ ��
u õ m l � �� & (8)

where the set of indices j�� )u p m:� u � W�� ò @ � @ � is obtained
from jw��u p m�� u � W�� ò @ � @ �� by discarding VZYz\�V )Y arbitrary

elements. Hence, T }]T - r W�� ò @ � @ �� - r W�� ò @ � @ � .
(3) There are at least VG\1V ) 3 f�d*f non-faulty intervals
l���� resp. l���� , f -*��- Vb\�V ) 3 f , in h satisfying
left " } +�- left " l�� � + resp. right " } + d right " lR� � + .

Proof. We first show that }/N E @W " h + contains any inter-
section of at least [G\6V input intervals: By E ’s definition,
we have at most []\ " V 3 f + intervals with left edge strictly
smaller than left " } + . Therefore, assuming an intersection of
[O\_V intervals strictly left of left " } + immediately leads to a
contradiction. An analogous argument can be applied to the
right edges. Finally, since inclusion of any intersection of at
least [�\�V intervals implies inclusion of any such intersection
made up of non-faulty intervals only, it follows that D S } and
T }�T d r W�� @ as asserted in item (1) of the lemma.

Turning our attention to item (2), it is apparent that at least

� )  3�� )� d ^w[�\�^ZV
\�^ZV )Y \bV )W (9)
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non-faulty input intervals3 must have a left edge left or equal
to left ¡�¢¤£ as well as a right edge right or equal to right ¡�¢¤£ .
This is due to the fact that, apart from the ¥`¦ intervals con-
tributing the ¦ largest left edges and the ¦ smallest right edges
(which cannot have this property by Definition 1), there may
be still up to ¦�§¨ intervals with unbounded accuracy faults that
could have edges both left of left ¡�¢©£ and right of right ¡%¢¤£ .
They must hence be subtracted twice in eq. (9). Similarly,
there may also be up to ¦ §ª non-accurate intervals, which must
be subtracted only once since any such interval «.¬ could sat-
isfy either left ¡�« ¬ £z left ¡�¢©£ or else right ¡5« ¬ £¯® right ¡�¢
£
but not both, due to to °n±² «�¬ but ° ² ¢ .

However, since there are only ³�§�´�µ]¶_¦·§ different non-
faulty intervals in the input set ¸¹´»º�«A¼w½�¾�¾�¾4½�« ªq¿ , the pi-
geonhole principle reveals that

³ §ÀÂÁ ³ §Ã ¶x³ §8Ä ¥Xµe¶�¥Z¦©¶b¥`¦ §¨ ¶�¦ §ª ¶Gµ Á ¦ §
Ä µO¶�¥Z¦
¶�¦ §¨

of the intervals counted in eq. (9), say «IÅÇÆ�½�¾�¾�¾�½�«�Å%ÈXÉZÊÌË�ÉcË�ÍÎ ,
must be the same. Therefore, ¢ must lie in the intersection of
those intervals and Ï ¢�Ï8ÐgÑ ª�ÒqÓ:ÔZÒ·Ô ÍÎ as asserted. The upper
bound in eq. (8) follows immediately from ¦Õ§¨ Ð1¦ ¨ .

Finally, item (3) of our lemma follows directly from Ö ’s
Definition 1 in conjunction with the fact that at least ¦×¶
¦·§ of the discarded left edges (and analogously for the right
edges) must belong to non-faulty intervals. This eventually
completes the proof of Lemma 6. ØÙ
Remarks:

1. We excluded omission faults in our lemma, since Ö as
defined in Definition 1 cannot deal with empty intervals.
However, intervals with omission faults can of course be
discarded before Ö is applied. Therefore, if ¦8§Ú of pre-
sumed µ intervals suffer from an omission fault, we just
have to set µÜÛÝ´kµG¶|¦ §Ú and ¦ÞÛÝ´»¦x¶|¦ §Ú in Lemma 6
to obtain the results for this case as well. Note that it is
feasible to let ¦ depend on ¦4§Ú , see Lemma 7.

2. Interpreting item (2) of Lemma 6 and the previous remark
in terms of the usual fault-tolerance degree notion, it fol-
lows that µ Ä ¦�§Ú Á ¥`¦ Á ¦·§¨ ÁOß nodes are required to guar-
antee that ¢ remains bounded by the length of at least one
non-faulty input interval. Hence, as many as

¦·§Ú Á1ß for ¦�§Ú omission faults,
¥Z¦ ª Á1ß for ¦�§ª Ð|¦ ª non-accurate faults,
¥Z¦ ¨ Á ¦ §¨ Á6ß for ¦ §¨ Ð|¦ ¨ unbounded accuracy faults

nodes are required for tolerating faults of the given type.
It is thus apparent that Ö can tolerate à�¡5µx¶ ß £�±Z¥�á non-
accurate intervals but only à�¡FµU¶ ß £�±wâXá intervals that suffer
from unbounded accuracy faults. Note carefully that the
numbers above do not solely depend on the actual number
of faults (e.g., ¦�§¨ ), but also on their maximum number
(e.g., ¦ ¨ ); this is due to the fact that the latter is compiled
into the superscript argument of Ö .

3. The lower bound on Ï ¢�Ï in item (1) expresses the rather
obvious fact that Ö cannot improve the accuracy beyond
the one “hidden” in the input intervals; the term minimal

3 Note that we do not count different intervals here, but rather
intervals according to the total number of edges.

intersection property was coined in [7]. Note that ¢ con-
tains any intersection of µv¶n¦ intervals, hence includes in-
tersections involving unbounded accuracy faults as well.

4. Item (3) just says that ¢ contains the left and right edge of
at least one (not necessarily the same) non-faulty interval.

5. Comparison2 of Lemma 6 and [12, Lem. 2] reveals that Ö
has literally the same worst-case performance as the op-
timal Marzullo function ã . This means that both func-
tions produce the same result for worst-case scenarios. Of
course, for “average” input sets, Ö will usually provide a
slightly larger interval.

3.2 Distributed Application

In this section, we will consider the case where Ö is applied
to (similar) input sets äIå , äHæ at two different nodes. Those
sets could be produced by a remote clock reading algorithm
or replicated sensors, for example. It will turn out that the re-
spective outcomes ¢¯ån´6Ö Ôª ¡çäIåX£ and ¢
æ.´6Ö Ôª ¡çäHæ�£ cannot
deviate too much from each other, even if faults lead to quite
different input sets. Note carefully, however, that Lemma 4
does not help here, since exploiting the Lipschitz condition
would require è#¡5é�êå ½�é·êæ £�»ë for any ß Ðíì©Ðkµ . This re-
quirement cannot be guaranteed when faults cause the input
sets to differ at node î and ï .

Of course, one might consider to employ a consensus pro-
tocol prior to Ö ’s application for alleviating such inconsisten-
cies. This is expensive, though, since only complete agree-
ment upon the set of faulty/non-faulty senders would render
Lemma 4 applicable. Lemma 2 reveals that using a binary de-
cision value ð ¬ , meaning “ é4ñ¬�ò ãó¡çä ¬ £ empty/non-empty”,
as an input to the ô -th instance, ß Ð;ô�Ðõµ , of a consen-
sus protocol would lead to consistent input sets ä §¬ that even
guarantee Ö�¡çä §¬ £ö´�ã÷¡øä §¬ £ for all non-faulty nodes ù . Less
costly (approximate) agreement protocols, however, are diffi-
cult to apply in our context for the reasons explained below.

In fact, any distributed application of Ö is considerably
complicated by the fact that we cannot always assume that
the information disseminated by a single sender ô leads to
the same interval at two receivers î and ï , even if there is no
fault at all. More specifically, in typical clock synchroniza-
tion applications, it is not a constant-valued interval that is
disseminated by ô to î and ï , but rather a time-dependent one.
Any time-dependent quantity, however, is affected by trans-
mission delays, clock granularities and related effects. As a
consequence, î and ï may not only receive slightly different
information from non-faulty senders, but also perceive faults
differently: An interval from sender ô may be correct at î but
faulty at ï , both due to faults occurring at the sending and
the receiving side. This implies that approximate agreement
protocols are of limited use for alleviating inconsistencies (al-
though part of our current research indicates some potential
for improvement).

In order to be able to reason about faults in distributed ap-
plications, the single-interval faults of Definition 2 are com-
plemented by faults of pairs of intervals é ñå ² äRå resp. é ñæ ²ä æ obtained at nodes î resp. ï . This will lead to a perception-
based fault model as introduced in [12], where the usual om-
niscient (= global) perception of faults is replaced by the local
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perceptions of any two non-faulty nodes in the system. This
way, both node and link faults can be accurately modeled.

We therefore assume that the intervals in both input sets
can be uniquely grouped as ú pairs û�ü�ýþÞÿ�� þ�� ü�ý� ÿ�� ���
originating in the same source of information � , �
	���	Þú .
We will use the term ordered sets for � þ and � � to indicate
this property. The corresponding intervals in two ordered sets
need not be the same, although they should be reasonably
similar. Definition 3 exhaustively specifies all possible faults
of pairs of intervals:

Definition 3 (Pairwise Faults). A pair of compatible accu-
racy intervals û�ü ýþ , ü ý� � representing  suffers from� a crash fault iff ü ýþ�� ü ý� ��� ,� a symmetric fault iff either

(1) both ü ýþ and ü ý� are not accurate in the sense of ��
left �5ü ýþ�� and �� left ��ü ý� � , or else �� right �5ü ýþ�� and�� right �5ü ý� � ,

(2) without loss of generality, ü8ýþ ��� and ü�ý������ does
not suffer from an unbounded accuracy fault.� an asymmetric fault iff either

(1) both ü4ýþ and ü�ý� are not accurate in the sense of ��
right �5ü ýþ�� and �� left �5ü ý� � or else �� right ��ü ý� � and�� left �5ü ýþ�� (true Byzantine fault),

(2) without loss of generality, ü ýþ �� � is faulty and ü ý� is
arbitrary (and none of the other faults applies).

Remarks:

1. The “classical” asymmetric fault [17] is caused by dis-
seminating information that is perceived differently at !
and " . In our special context, it is characterized by the
fact that node ! arrives at the conclusion that the interval
ü ýþ from sender � is, say, strictly left of the sought value , whereas " thinks that ü4ýþ is strictly right of  (or cor-
rect). This situation usually also occurs in presence of an
unbounded accuracy fault.

2. The “classical” symmetric fault [17] is caused by dissemi-
nating information that is perceived identically at ! and " .
In our special context, both ! and " must arrive at the
same conclusion on whether the intervals from sender �
are both left or right of  . Alternatively, one of the inter-
vals may be missing due to a receive omission.

3. A crash fault causes an omission both at node ! and " .
Note carefully, though, that it is impossible for either node
to decide locally (without further information) whether its
omission is due to a crash fault or a more severe receive
omission.

4. Note that Definition 3 does not cover the case where a
more severe fault comes out as a less severe one. For ex-
ample, it is reasonable to assume that an asymmetric fault
could just be a symmetric or even a crash fault only. In
this paper, we will typically use phrases like “asymmetric
(or weaker) fault” to indicate such extensions.

Introducing different classes of faults as in Definition 3
is known as a hybrid fault model in literature, cf. [1], [17]. It
allows us to exploit the fact that masking # symmetric faults
requires only ú%$'&�#)(*� nodes, whereas ú%$,+�#)(*� are
needed if all faults are asymmetric ones. Since a large number
of asymmetric faults is very unlikely in practice, cf. [11], this

effectively leads to a smaller ú for tolerating a given number
of faults.

We should explicitly mention, though, that our definition
of symmetric and asymmetric faults extends and, in some
cases, apparently contradicts the “classical” meaning of those
terms. Still, we think that their usage is legitimate due to the
fact that our extension preserves the essentials of their mean-
ing: The meaning of symmetric / asymmetric fault is basically
received identically / not identically at different nodes. In our
context, however, we have to relax the meaning of “received
identically” since we cannot assume identical information at
different nodes even in the faultless case, as explained ear-
lier. We also have to accept the fact that the interval-based
paradigm introduces unbounded accuracy faults, which are
not known in traditional settings but can create an asymmet-
ric perception.

The following Lemma 7 gives the number of non-faulty
pairs of intervals required by - for tolerating a certain num-
ber of� crash faults ( #/.0 	1# 0 ),� symmetric faults ( # .ý 	2# ý ),� asymmetric faults ( # .3 	1# 3 ).
The most important result is an upper bound on the nc-union4 þ�5 4 � , which must lie within at least ú7698;:=<·û�# .0 (�# .ý � &�# 0 6# .0 � 6>&�# ý 6?+�# 3 $@� nc-unions ü ýþ 5 ü ý� of non-faulty input
intervals. Note that using (nc-)unions in our lemma takes into
account that two different nodes ! and " may have slightly
different input sets, even if there is no fault.

Lemma 7 (Distributed Application). Let � þ � û�üBAþ �DCECDCD� üBFþ �
and � � � û�üBA� �DCECDCG� üHF� � be two ordered sets of úI�J# 0 (K# ý (# 3 , # 0 � # ý � # 3 $�L , compatible (or empty) accuracy intervals
representing  , where # .3 	M# 3 , # .ý 	N# ý , and # .0 	N# 0 of
the ú pairs of intervals û�ü/Oþ � üBO� � exhibit asymmetric, symmet-
ric, and crash faults, respectively, and the remaining ones are
non-faulty. Define PRQ resp. S�Q to be the length of the largest
intersection of TK$U� nc-unions resp. intersections of pairs of
non-faulty intervals, formally PVQ � 8XW�Yqû�Z [\Z^]_[ ÿa`bQþ � �
and S�Q � 8;W�Y û�Zdc?Ze]fc ÿKg Qþ � � for

` Qþ � �ih [j]k[ � QlOnmoA üBprqþ
5 üHprq� with P O �� Pts , uv��xw ,

and ü/pyqþ ÿ;� þ , üBpyq� ÿ;� � being non-faulty z
g Qþ � �ih cj]�c � QlO=m{A üH| qþ~} üB| q� with S O �� Sys , uv��>w ,

and ü/| qþ ÿ;� þ , üB| q� ÿ�� � being non-faulty z C
Let � .þ , L�	*� .þ 	@# .ý , resp. � .þ , L�	*� .þ 	@# .3 , denote the

(unknown) number of empty intervals caused by symmetric
resp. asymmetric faults at node ! , and � þ � ûy� A �DCDCECD� � Fr� �
be the set of ú þ � úK6I� þ non-empty intervals obtained from� þ by discarding any of the (known) � þ � # .0 (1� .þ (J� .þ 	# 0 (�# ý (U# 3 empty intervals caused by crash and symmet-
ric/asymmetric faults. Using the upper bound # þ � # ý (�# 3 68XW�Y·ûyL � � þ 6?# 0 � on the number of intervals in � þ that (still)
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may be faulty in presence of �y� omissions, define� ���������� �f��� ����X� ��� ���� � ��� � ���
Then,

(1) both
� � and

�
�
are accurate and

� �v� � �9� �e� �y�� � ��� � ��� ¡£¢o¤ ¥B¦£§� � ¥B¦£§� �%¨ (10)

for any subset ¨ª©\« �e� �E�� � � � � � �� � , so that ¬ � ��� � � ¬/® �e� �y�� � � � � � � (distributed minimal intersection property),
(2) there are at least ¯I°2±�²n³/´�µ/¶·¹¸ µB¶ºr»½¼ µ · °JµB¶·G¾ ° ¼ µ º °¼ µÀ¿�°�µB¶¿ pairs of non-faulty intervals ´ ¥RÁ�Â� , ¥BÁ�Â� ¾ with

¥ Á�Â� © � � and ¥ Á�Â� © � � such that
� �oÃ �
� is contained

( Ä ) in�e�HÅÇÆ ÈrÉ �y��ËÊ �y��½Ì Í � � � �y��£Î � Í � � � Í � � � �y�� Ï ¢o¤ ¥ ÁrÂ� Ã ¥ Á�Â� (11)

and hence

¬ � � Ã � � ¬�Ð>Ñ �e�ÒÅÇÆ ÈyÉ �y��ËÊ �y��GÌ Í � � � �y���Î � Í ��� � Í ��� � �y�� �
Proof. First of all, we note that µr� gives indeed an upper
bound on the number of intervals in � � that still may be
faulty in presence of �y�)� µB¶·^¸2Ó ¶� ¸2Ô ¶� Ð%µB¶·_¸ µB¶º¹¸ µB¶¿ Ðµ · ¸ µ º ¸ µ ¿ omissions, since µy�1�Õµ º ¸ µ ¿ if �E��ÐNµ · ,
and µ � �ªµ º ¸ µ�¿
° � � � °�µ · � otherwise (accounting for�E�)°%µ ·2ÖØ× symmetric/asymmetric faults that must have
caused omissions at node Ù ), hence

µ � Ð1µ º ¸ µ�¿k� (12)

Evidently, at least ¯B�
°UµE� of the intervals in � � must be
non-faulty. Rewriting the definition

¯ � °\µ � ��¯)°\� � °?µ º °?µ�¿ ¸ ±XÚ�ÛB´ × » � � °?µ · ¾��¯)°?µ º °?µ ¿ ¸ ±XÚ�ÛB´�°v�E� » °Üµ · ¾ (13)

and applying ±XÚ�ÛÒ´ × »�ÝV¾  Ý for any Ý , and the simple fact
that ±;Ú�ÛB´�°v�E� » °Üµ · ¾ ÐM°ÜµB¶· since obviously �y�JÞµB¶· andµB¶· Ð1µ · , it follows easily that

¯b°\µ · °?µ º °\µ ¿ Ð>¯H�ß°\µy�;Ð1¯K°\µ ¶· °?µ º °?µ ¿Ð1¯K°\µ º °?µ ¿ �
Of course, analogous bounds hold for ¯ � °?µ � .

Lemma 6 is applicable, and it follows that
� � and

� �
are both accurate and satisfy the (local) minimal intersec-
tion property. That is,

� � contains any intersection of ¯/��°µ � Ð ¯I°2µ ¶· °2µ º °2µ�¿ non-faulty intervals present in � � .If ´ ® ¡ ¾ ¤½àt¡Gà �e� � �� � � � � � � denotes any set of different indices
of non-faulty pairs of intervals ´ ¥ ¦�§� ©Já�� , ¥ ¦£§� ©1á � ¾ (of
course also present in � � , � � ), we thus have

â �ã� �e� �y�� � � � � � � ¡£¢o¤ ¥ ¦ §� Ä
� � � �ä� ¡£¢o¤�¥ ¦ §� Ä � �

and, for the same set ´ ® ¡ ¾ , âj� �@å �e� �y�� � ��� � ���¡£¢o¤ ¥ ¦�§� Ä ��� .By elementary set algebra, it thus follows that ¨æ� â �ß�âç� ©�« �e� �y�� � � � � � � satisfies eq. (10). Finally, ¬ � � � ��� ¬�® �e� �y�� � �£� � ��� is a simple consequence of the definition of ®tè
as the maximum length of ¨ ©�« è� � . This completes the
proof of item (1).

For item (2), suppose that é�� Ì ê intervals belonging to a
non-faulty pair of input intervals have a left edge smaller
or equal than left � � �À� , whereas é � Ì ë intervals belonging to
a non-faulty pair of input intervals have a right edge larger or
equal than right � � � � . We must have

é � Ì ê 1¯ � °?µ � ° � µ ¶¿ ° Ô ¶� �_° �íì ¶left ° Ó ¶� Ì left �1¯b°?µ º °\µ ¿ ¸ ±XÚ�ÛH´�°v�E� » °Üµ · ¾°Üµ ¶¿ ° ì ¶left ¸>Ó ¶� Ì left ¸>Ô ¶�é � Ì ë 1¯ � °\µ � ° � µ ¶¿ ° Ôr¶� �_° �íì ¶right ° Ók¶� Ì right �1¯b°?µ º °\µ ¿ ¸ ±XÚ�ÛH´�°v� � » °Üµ · ¾°Üµ ¶¿ ° ì ¶right ¸aÓ ¶� Ì right ¸aÔ ¶� »
where ì ¶left ¸ ì ¶right ��µB¶º ÐJµ º are the number of symmetrically
faulty pairs of intervals lying left resp. right of î , and Ó ¶� Ì left ¸Ó ¶� Ì right � Ó ¶� , Ó ¶ � Ì left ¸%Ó ¶� Ì right � Ó ¶ � denote the number of
omissions among those at node Ù resp. ï ; the lower bounds
follow immediately from (13).

However, we only have é��ð¯�°xµR¶· °xµB¶º °xµB¶¿ different
non-faulty pairs of intervals. Thus, the pigeonhole principle
reveals that at least ñ@�1é � Ì ê ¸ é � Ì ë °�é given by

ñ, ¼ ¯ ¸ ±XÚ�ÛB´�°v�E� » °Üµ · ¾�¸ ±XÚ�ÛH´k°v� � » °Üµ · ¾° ¼ µ º ° ¼ µ�¿v° ¼ µ ¶¿ °?µ ¶º¸9Ó�¶� Ì left ¸aÓk¶� Ì right ¸>Ôy¶� ¸aÔr¶�°ò¯ ¸ µ ¶· ¸ µ ¶º ¸ µ ¶¿J¯ ¸ ±;Ú�ÛÒ´k°Üµ ¶· ° Ó�¶� Ì right » °Üµ · ¸>Ó�¶� Ì left ¸>Ôy¶� ¾¸ ±XÚ�Ût´�°Üµ ¶· ° Ó�¶� Ì left » °Üµ · ¸aÓk¶� Ì right ¸>Ôy¶� ¾¸ µ ¶· ° ¼ µ º ° ¼ µ�¿Ü°\µ ¶¿J¯ ¸ ±;Ú�ÛÒ´k° ¼ µ ¶· °\µ ¶º » ° ¼ µ · ¾¸ µ ¶· ° ¼ µ º ° ¼ µ ¿ °\µ ¶¿J¯b°I±�²n³/´�µ ¶· ¸ µ ¶º »ó¼ µ · °?µ ¶· ¾ ° ¼ µ º ° ¼ µ�¿ò°?µ ¶¿
of those must be the same. Abbreviating ôç�õ±;²=³/´�µR¶· ¸µB¶ºr»½¼ µ · °UµB¶·G¾ , we can conclude that there are at least ¯>°ôa° ¼ µ º ° ¼ µ�¿�°~µB¶¿ pairs of accurate intervals, say, ¥Vöä÷� Ã
¥ ö ÷� » �E�D� » ¥ ö�ø�ùÀúyùÀûäü � ùÀû�ü � ùkü ��� Ã ¥ öíø�ùÀúyùÀû�ü � ùÀû�ü � ùkü ���

with ¥ ö�ý� © � �
and ¥ ö ý� © � � such that

� � Ã � � is contained ( Ä ) in

�e�Bþk� Í ��� � Í ��� � �y�� ¡£¢o¤ ¥/öí§� Ã ¥/öí§� ©;ÿ �e�Hþk� Í � � � Í � � � �y��� � » (14)

which proves eq. (11). To complete the proof of Lemma 7,
it only remains to justify ¬ � � Ã � � ¬vÐÞÑ �e�Hþk� Í � � � Í � � � �y�� ,
which is a simple consequence of the definition of Ñ è as the
maximum length of �j©Xÿ è� � . �Ã
Remarks:
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1. Note carefully that Lemma 6 could also be used to de-
duce a “distributed application”-related result: Since ���
and ��� are both accurate and hence contain � , it follows
from item (2) that � �	��
�� � �������������������� . However,
comparison with item (2) of Lemma 7 reveals that this
result is essentially twice as large.

2. Our crash faults are more severe than the (system-wide
consistently perceived) benign faults of [17], since it can-
not be decided locally whether an omissive interval be-
longs to a crash fault or to an (inconsistent) receive omis-
sion. However, it is of course possible to “merge” crash
and symmetric faults, in the sense that the former are
counted in �� ! (resp. � ! ) and �� "$# � " #&% (note that' ��( � � # ' ( � ! ( ��) in this case). After all, we al-
ready accounted for symmetric/asymmetric faults involv-
ing empty intervals in the proof of Lemma 7.

3. Interpreting the accomplishments of Lemma 7 and the
previous remark in terms of the usual fault-tolerance de-
gree notion, it turns out that '+*-,�.0/21 �  "43 �  !45 ��� " ( �  "7683��� ! 3 ���9) 3 �� ) 3;: nodes are required to guarantee that� ��< ��� remains bounded by the length of the nc-union
of at least one pair of non-faulty input intervals. Hence,
as much as,	.0/=1 �� " 3 �� ! 5 �>� " ( �� " 6?3@: for �= " crash faults,��� ! 3@: for �= ! A� ! symmetric faults,��� ) 3 �  ) 3B: for �  ) @� ) asymmetric faults

nodes are required for tolerating faults of the given type.
4. It should be clear from the proof of Lemma 7 that the

property that really pins down symmetric faults is the fol-
lowing one: If a symmetrically faulty interval C !� satis-
fies right DEC !�7F * right DE� � F (correctly accounted for inG

right), then its corresponding C !� must not have left DHC !� F 
left DE� � F (since it is not accounted for in G left). This is the
reason why C !��I#J% being faulty and C !� I#J% being non-
faulty must be counted as an asymmetric fault in item (2)
of Definition 3.

5. Comparison2 of Lemma 7 with [12, Lem. 4] again reveals
that K has exactly the same worst-case performance as
the optimal Marzullo function L .

6. The proof of Lemma 7 reveals the ultimate reason for us-
ing nc-unions < instead of 
 in the statement of item (2):
It may be the case that, say, �M�;NO� � , such that � �
would determine both left and right edge of � � 
P��� . By
applying Lemma 6 with 'RQ # ' � , � Q # �4� , and �� S T�� )
(as well as � S A�9) ), we could show that there are at least' ��( �>� �	( �� S *�' (AU�( �>� ! ( �>�9) ( �� ) non-faulty
intervals C2VHW� in XY� the intersection of which majorizes� � . This does not imply, however, that all of those in-
tervals appear in X-� as well — just think of symmetric
faults appearing non-faulty at Z but omissive at [ . Hence,
we cannot claim that all the unions C\V W� 
�C�V W� —the in-
tersection of which would of course majorize �]�^
�� � —
involve non-fauly intervals only. Clearly, focussing upon� �_< ���`NA� � 
a�P� entirely avoids this difficulty.

The following lemma shows that Lemma 7 remains valid
if a more severe fault comes out as a less severe one, and
shows what happens if certain fault assumptions are violated.
Note that crash faults are counted as symmetric ones here for
simplicity.

Lemma 8 (Graceful Degradation). Let b � # 1 C=c� 5edfdedf5 C �� 6
and b � # 1 C c� 5fdedede5 C � � 6 be two ordered sets of 'hg � ! 3 � ) ,� ! 5 � ) * % , compatible (or empty) accuracy intervals repre-
senting � , where �= ! i� ! of the ' pairs of intervals 1 C2j� 5 C�j� 6
exhibit symmetric (or weaker) faults, �\ ) k� ) exhibit asym-
metric (or weaker) faults, and the remaining ones are non-
faulty. As in Lemma 7, define l\m resp. n8m to be the length
of the largest intersection of o * : nc-unions ( prq m� � ) resp.

intersections ( pts m� � ) of pairs of non-faulty intervals.
Let X � # 1vu c 5edfdedf5 u �vw 6 be the set of ' � # ' (+xf� non-

empty intervals obtained from b � by discarding any of the x4�
empty intervals caused by omissions. Using the upper bound� � # � ! 3 �9) (Pxf� on the number of intervals in u � that (still)
may be faulty in presence of x4� omissions, define�y� # K � w�vw DzXY� F�M� # K �|{� { DzX�� F d

Then:

(1) Both � � and �M� are accurate and

� �~} �P��� ���������=�|����� c C�� W� } C�� W� #T� (15)

for any possible subset � p�s ����� � �=� �� � , so that � �	� }� � � * n����������=�|� (distributed minimal intersection prop-
erty).

(2) There are at least ' ( ��� ! ( �>�9) ( �� ) *@' ( �>� ! (h� �9)
pairs of non-faulty intervals 1 C Sv�� , C S��� 6 with C Sv�� p-Xr�
and C S��� pYXh� such that� ��< �P��N �������|�������|�v�=�4���� � c C S��� < C S���

N ������� � ����� ��� � c C S � �� < C S � �� 5 (16)

where the sequence 1 l� � 6 c�� � � �8����� � ����� � is obtained from1 l � 6 c�� � � ���������������|����� �� by discarding ��) ( �� ) arbitrary

elements. Therefore, � � �M< ���>�M&l ������� � ����� � ���4�� l��������|�������|� .
(3) Assume that the fault model is violated in the sense that�� # �� !�3 �� ) g � ! 3 �9) but still '�* �>�= 3 �� S�3k: ,

where �� S J�� ) denotes the number of pairs of intervals
that involve unbounded accuracy faults. If the violation of
the fault model is not obvious, in the sense that � � and� � can be computed and are not empty due to � g��
in Definition 1, then there are ' ( �>�2 ( �� S non-faulty

intervals C �4�� 5edfdedf5 C �e������� � ��� ��� in XY� and ' ( ���= ( �� S
non-faulty intervals C � �� 5edfded75 C ��������� � ��� ��� in Xh� such that� � 
t�P� (and hence � �_< �M� ) is contained ( N ) in�� �������4� ���4������ c C � W�M¡¢ 
 �� �������4�£�=�f������ c C � W� ¡¢ d (17)

Hence, � �y�^
�� � �8$� �������4�H���4��� 3 � �8�����f�H���4��� , where ��m�
resp. ��m� denote the length of the largest intersection of o
accurate intervals in b`� resp. b � .
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Nevertheless, ¤	¥ and ¤P¦ are not necessarily accurate
and possibly not even intersecting; accurateness is guar-
anteed, however, if §2¨M©ª§9«`¬�§9 but all §�¨ faults are
asymmetric ones.

Proof. Since crash faults are now considered as symmetric
ones and hence accounted for in §=¨« and §9« , see Remark 2 on
Lemma 7, items (1) and (2) follow directly from adopting the
results of Lemma 7 to §=¨®P¯ § ® ¯±° . Note that ² ¥	³ § ¥ ¯² ³ §9« ³ §9 here. To confirm the assertions for asymmetric
faults appearing as weaker ones, just consider the expressions
supplied by Lemma 7 when temporarily setting § µ´ ¯ § �³·¶
and §�« ´ ¯ §9«¸¬ ¶ .

To show item (3), we first note that we only have to con-
sider the case where §�«¹¬$§9 ³+º ¥�» ° , since otherwise there
would have been too many omissions to compute ¤�¥ . More-
over, recalling that we assumed ¤ ¥]¼¯;½ , we find¤ ¥ ¯A¾À¿�Á|Â\¿�Ã4Ä�Å�ÆÇ Æ ÈzÉ ¥�Ê?Ë ¾À¿4ÌÇ ÆÍÈzÉ ¥�Ê (18)

by item (1) of Lemma 3. Lemma 6 is now applicable to the
right-hand side of eq. (18) and it follows by its item (2) that¤µ¥ Ë Ç Ä�Î�¿4ÌHÄ�¿4ÌÏÐÑ�Ò^Ó Ô ¥7Õ¥YÖ
An analogous result holds for ¤ ¦ . Of course, the majoriz-
ing intersections for ¤	¥ and ¤�¦ involve non-faulty intervals
only, hence are both accurate and thus intersecting. This jus-
tifies eq. (17) and the condition on × ¤ ¥µØ ¤ ¦ × given in the
lemma. Note carefully, however, that this does not imply that¤ ¥ and ¤ ¦ itself are accurate or even just intersecting! On
the other hand, if §=¨~©J§9«Ù¬;§9 , it follows from item (1) of
Lemma 6 applied to the left-hand side of eq. (18) that ¤�¥ (and
analogously ¤ ¦ ) is accurate. ÚÛ
Remarks:
1. It follows from item (3) of the above lemma that there

are two possibilities in case of a violation of the fault as-
sumptions: Either a node recognizes this fact because the
result of ¾ is empty, or the computed interval is not “too
wrong”. Obviously, this is some form of graceful degra-
dation of ¾ ’s performance.

2. Evidently, the worst situation with respect to the number
of faults where one can hope to get a meaningful result
is ²±»ªÜ�§=¨\¬ ¶ . Item (3) of Lemma 8 can be used to
deduce a result for this case as well: Setting §2¨Ý ¯Þ° and
declaring any interval with an unbounded accuracy fault
as being “non-faulty”, we get from eq. (17) that ¤�¥ Ø ¤P¦
lies in the union of the intersection of ² ³ Ü�§\¨ “non-faulty”
intervals in É ¥ resp. É ¦ .

3. Comparison2 of Lemma 8 with [12, Lem. 5] shows that ¾
again provides the same results as the Marzullo functionß

. This finally justifies our claim that ¾ and
ß

have
the same worst-case performance.

4 Conclusions

We presented and analyzed a novel Fault-Tolerant Interval
(FTI) intersection function ¾ , which is optimal like the well-
known Marzullo function

ß
but satisfies a Lipschitz con-

dition as well. The Lipschitz condition ensures that minor

changes of the input intervals cause only minor changes of
the result.

Our thorough analysis revealed that ¾ has exactly the
same worst-case performance as

ß
, although it may provide

slightly sub-optimal results for non-worst-case input scenar-
ios. For the local application case, we showed that the interval¤ provided by ¾ on a single node lies within ² ³ Ü>§ Ç ³rà § Ý
non-faulty input intervals, where § Ç resp. § Ý is the maxi-
mum number of non-accurate resp. excessively long intervals
among the totally ² input intervals. For the distributed appli-
cation case, we showed that the non-commutative union of
the results ¤	¥`Ûá¤�¦ provided by ¾ at two different nodes â
and ã lies within the intersection of ² ³ Ü>§>« ³Àà §� nc-unions
of corresponding non-faulty input intervals at â and ã , where§9« resp. §� gives the number of symmetric resp. asymmetric
faults.

Therefore, ¾ is a promising candidate for replacing the
widespread usage of

ß
in distributed applications. Some

of our future work will be devoted to the investigation of its
usefulness in our interval-based clock synchronization frame-
work [16], where ¾ ’s Lipschitz condition might prove par-
ticularly beneficial. This research also includes the usage of
agreement protocols, which allow to reduce the inconsistency
of ¾ ’s input sets at different nodes.
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